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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q1. Why do we need orientation / objectives 

To familiarise students with the resources, structure and relevant information about 

college and campus. It gives insight about campus activities and academic learnings to 

kickstart a new beginning. It gives an overall picture of how the MBA journey will look 

like at IFMR GSB. 

 

Q2. On which platform we'll have orientation 

Zoom 

 

Q3. What is the dress code that we have to follow 

Formals or business casuals 

 

Q4. Whom and how to contact for technical assistance 

Reach out to Prarambh Team @ gsb.prarambh@krea.edu.in 

 

Q5. Whom and how to contact for any other assistance regarding orientation 

Reach out to Prarambh Team via e-mail mentioned in the previous question 

 

Q6. Is the attendance mandatory for each session of the orientation 

Yes 

 

Q7. Whether to login through official krea ID or personal e-mail ID 

Login through official Krea ID only 

 

Q8. Difference between webinar and normal zoom meets 

Webinar-Hosts/ panelists have access to zoom controls (audio, video and screen share). 

Zoom meets-Attendees can have access to zoom meet controls unlike in webinar. 
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Q9. How to ask questions in Webinars 

By virtually raising hands (features present in zoom) 

 

Q10. Why we need breakout rooms/ relevance 

It's a platform to interact in smaller groups and to build network 

 

Q11. How attendance is monitored 

Attendance will be monitored throughout the orientation session (not specifically in the 

beginning or the end) 

 

Q12. Is it compulsory to switch on the video 

Yes 

 

Q13. Can I keep my choice of picture as the zoom profile picture 

No, you are requested to keep your picture with formals or business casuals 

 

 

Troubleshooting: 

 

Reach out to Prarambh Team @ gsb.prarambh@krea.edu.in 

 

Or you may reach out to below via call/message 

 

Sumesh Khatri - 92521 21010 

Brijesh Goyal - 78408 76767 

Akshay Kadam - 93601 34757 
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